
CALVIN 35

SACRIFICING LIFE
There is no greater love than this – that a man lays down his life for his friends.
John 15:13

At the heart of evolution lies the instinct to perpetuate existence. One admires
people clinging to life. Our entire health system is built on physical survival.
No expense is spared to prolong life. Where would humanity be without the
built-in urge to procreate? Suicide is unnatural. The main argument against
homosexuality is that it does not lead to the elementary process of sustaining
the race. All living things insist on doing so. We pray for the sick and the dying.
Churches emphatically insist that life is sacred and that it should not be arbitrarily
taken away.

And yet Jesus in our text today is saying that the greatest form of love is to lay
down that life for one’s friends. And where would any nation be if it weren’t
for its citizens being prepared to spend enormous amounts of money to defend
borders? We feel it in our bones that our entire national identity would be at
stake if it weren’t for our soldiers being prepared to sacrifice their life for our
national or even global security.

In other words the opposite of preserving our life at almost any price is
incongruously countered by another principle of sacrificing that very life for
preserving nationhood or global health and unity.

Actually that same principle is not just confined to the human race. We should
not be overly convinced about our racial superiority! We have a mob of
kangaroos on our property. Whenever we approach, the largest buck remains
behind until all the females and the young ones have a chance to hop away. He
is not afraid to endanger his own life by staying put and to ensure that the others
are safe. He protects his mob. There are many examples in the animal kingdom
of cooperation to ensure that the herd or the colony remains intact, even if this
goes at the expense of personal survival. Ant colonies are examples of cooperation
prevailing over the survival of the single ant.

Our text today specifies that love is a force for both social and personal survival.
Of course it is built on a very physical foundation, such as attraction for the
other sex. But then the horizons are widened to include loyalty and love for
others, such as friends, neighbours, communities, countries or humanity in
general. They are all good examples of the powerful influences of the
non-personal or social on our existence.
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But before getting too far, let us have a look at what the Bible has to say about
sacrifice and how that fits not just with how Calvin treats the topic, but also
how it links with the crucial Christian stress on the cross and its redeeming
quality for our faith. In the process we may also discover how social science
thinking about sacrifice in other cultures and religions may shed some light on
our understanding of its biblical meaning.

In our Old Testament reading (Exodus 13:1, 2) we read: The Lord said to Moses:
‘Every first-born, the first birth of every Israelite, you must dedicate to me, both
man and beast; it is mine.’ And that is why Abraham took his first-born, Isaac,
to offer him as a sacrifice. But then (Genesis 22:12) we read that this was only a
test. An angel of the Lord appeared and said: ‘Now I know that you are a
God-fearing man. You have not withheld from me your son, your only son.’
And so a miraculously appearing ram was ‘offered as a sacrifice instead of his
son (verse 14).’

But then the prophets, such as Hosea (6:6) carry the symbolism further: ‘Loyalty
is my desire, not sacrifice, not whole-offerings but the knowledge of God.’ Jesus
adopts this interpretation of sacrifice (Matthew 9:12-13). The Pharisees accuse
him of eating with tax-gatherers and sinners. He says: ‘It is not the healthy that
need a doctor, but the sick. Go and learn what the text means, ‘I require mercy,
not sacrifice.’ I did not come to invite virtuous people, but sinners.’ In other
words not just loyalty, but also mercy, is regarded as more important than animal
or material sacrifices in the New Testament.

St Paul adds spirituality to the list of items more valuable than lesser kinds of
sacrifice. In his letter to the Philippians he thinks ‘that all the good works of
believers are called spiritual sacrifices (Philippians 4:18 as interpreted by Calvin,
Inst. IV xviii 16).’ The author of the epistle to the Hebrews makes it clear that
Jesus became a sacrifice for man and made further sacrifices unnecessary, as
Calvin insists.

Calvin develops a similar theme in his chapter on the Lord’s Supper. He argues
that the Roman Mass wrongly interposes the priest between God and the believers
and writes that Scripture clearly teaches the priesthood of all believers. ‘Christ
is our mediator’, he says. ‘It is Christ, by whose intervention we offer ourselves
and our all to the Father; he is our High Priest … who ‘has made us kings and
priests to God and his Father (Revelation 1:6).’

Calvin agrees with Augustine when the latter says that ‘it would be equivalent
to Antichrist for any one to make a bishop to be an intercessor between God
and man (Inst. IV xviii 10).’ To Augustine and later, Calvin, the Lord’s Supper
is ‘a commemoration, an image, a testimonial of that singular, true, and only
sacrifice by which Christ expiated our guilt (ibid.).’
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In parentheses: here Augustine and Calvin following him, strongly distinguish
between the city of God, the invisible Church, Christianity as organic spirituality,
on the one hand and the city of man, the visible church and Christian
organization on the other hand. To Augustine and Calvin’s way of thinking, the
second is decidedly less sacred and therefore inferior, to the first.

Calvin links spirituality with sacrifice in the section (Inst. IV xviii 17) following
the one just quoted above: ‘… even while the people of God were kept under
the tutelage of the law, the prophets clearly expressed that under these sacrifices
there was a reality which is common both to the Jewish people and the Christian
Church.’

If Calvin had been alive today and had been able to consult, as he would have,
the social scientific studies on the function of sacrifice in other religions he would
have gone even further and suggested that the reality underlying sacrifice in
any religion is to clarify priorities. As such he would also conclude logically,
that this is true for any culture, whether ancient or modern, primitive or
sophisticated.

That priority in the case of our Old Testament reading of Abraham being prepared
to obey God through thick and thin is also central to our New Testament reading
and Calvin’s emphasis on the Eucharistic (praising God) meaning of the Lord’s
Supper that avoids what he calls the ‘fatal vortex’ and the ‘execrable spiritual
whoredom’ of denying ‘the royal priesthood of all Christians by the interposition
of the priest where only Jesus could possibly be.’ Calvin insists that only Christ
is the mediator between God and man (Inst. IV xiii 17-18) and no man, including,
ordained priests, could usurp that function.

How relevant is all this for our day and age or for each of us personally?
Anything to do with sacrifice of animals is rather foreign to us, isn’t it? Even
the more transcendent, symbolic interpretation of this kind of sacrifice as
expressed by the Old Testament prophets seems rather strange now. And how
are we to understand the central event in the New Testament, Jesus’ sacrificial
death on the cross for our sins?

I want to defend the idea that it is more relevant than appears at first sight. For
one, already in the Old Testament story of Abraham preparing for the ancient
and repulsive offering of one’s first born, the Bible emphasizes that here God
was testing Abraham. It says that Abraham’s faith in God was more relevant
than any actual sacrifice whatever its concrete base.

The story stresses that faith in God (obeying Him) is the pinnacle in the hierarchy
of priorities. It fits with what any sacrifice in any age and religion is and was
essentially about. It is also relevant for our Christian conviction that God
represents the essence of order in society. And what is more relevant than that
for all human beings?
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And how are we to think about Jesus dying for our sins? How relevant is that
in our day and age? This concept is obviously built on the familiarity of any
society in the first century AD whether Roman, Greek or Judaic, with sacrifice
and altars, originally the places where the victim was slaughtered and burnt.

I would like to answer these two questions under three headings.

(1) The first one is historical/sociological. Jesus saw himself as the representative
and protagonist of a long line of prophets reaching all the way back to Moses,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, John the Baptist. They all suffered from being rejected
by the establishment of their historical period. They were the critics of idol
worshippers (Moses) or royal abuses and corruption (Nathan, Elijah) or the
Roman and the Sanhedrin establishment (John the Baptist) and suffered severely
from being rejected, persecuted and even killed sometimes. Jesus’ crucifixion
and death on the cross can therefore be interpreted as punishment for being in
a long line of the ‘stirrers of Israel.’

Following this line of argument the sins for which Jesus died are the social
corruptions and injustices of his time. His death on the cross is then not only
the revenge of those who defended the corrupt status quo but also Jesus’ personal
sacrifice to safeguard a healthier, saner, just society in which the powerless were
no longer rejected but accepted and redeemed.

(2) There is a second way of looking at the relevance of the drama of crucifixion
and resurrection for our day and age. Jesus’ death on the cross underlines the
crucial importance of his God-given integrity or righteousness. It therefore has
and can strengthen the same sentiments and conviction in his followers.

It highlights the personal wholeness or salvation, preserved at all costs against
the odds of a hostile, non-believing, corrupt, sinful environment. Sins break
down social cohesion, communal wholeness. Yet there is also the burden of one’s
individual guilt (jeopardizing personal wholeness) that has now been taken away
and has restored the individual to private integrity.

In the Old Testament the projection of sin on the scapegoat was well understood
both on the social and private level. Jesus taking our sins away safeguards our
wholeness or integrity as embodied in God who is love and order. In other words,
faith in God is the vital link in this process of salvation, wholeness. The Holy
Spirit is an important chain in that link. It enables, cleanses and therefore
realistically makes God pivotal in the hearts of humans.

Jesus dying on the cross is the epitome of sacrificial love. It takes away sin from
one’s individual life. It contrasts with the suicide bombers’ attempt to pursue a
national (anti-Israel, or anti-American) cause, however sympathetic one may be
with their attack on hedonism and consumerism. The Christian emphasis is on
deep understanding, empathetic suffering with all humanity, the despised and
rejected as well as people who rely entirely on the narrow, and proud
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establishment power of those who think they have arrived. The resurrection
summarizes the ultimate victory over sin, as is particularly foreshadowed in the
last chapter and the last book of the Bible (Revelation).

By contrast the beginning of the Bible still depicts the process of order being
rescued from the clutches of chaos. In the Book of Revelation that process is now
accomplished. God’s kingdom has prevailed over Satan’s realm.

(3) For the third way of looking at sacrificial love as reflected in Jesus’ death on
the cross and the resurrection we have to go back to our text. It stresses love as
the definitive cause. Together with loyalty, commitment, faith it is the capping
stone of creation. It is the force binding individuals, families, communities,
nations, and the entire world. It spans the world, as is expressed in Psalm 98
which we have sung together and is also on the lectionary for today.

If that love is exclusively attached to an individual, local or national identity
(as it is in the case of the suicide bombers, sacrificing themselves for the
destruction of Israel or an opposing sect – Sunnies or Shiites) this narrow
commitment destroys the very, global, mankind-straddling, faith and commitment
God has in mind for humanity. It has then moved into Satan’s kingdom. Christian
love and faith are inclusive rather than exclusive.

The world as we realistically perceive it is a constant, moving, balance,
equilibrium, between order and change of that order. The Bible sides
emphatically with order, God’s, side, as over against the disorder, or sin, as
represented in Satan. Our Hymn ‘Who is on the Lord’s side’ (Hymn 519 in the
Scottish Church Hymnal) exactly expresses that sentiment.
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